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Abstract 
A construction for the classifying spaces for branched coverings with branch set a codimension 2 
submanifold is given by Brand (1978, 1980). Using this result as a first step we inductively construct 
universal branched coverings with branch set a stratified set. We also give some of the lower 
homotopy groups of the classifying spaces which correspond to branched coverings of spheres. 
K~JwYI~&: Manifolds; Branched coverings; Classification spaces; Normal bundles; Universal 
bundles; Tubular neighbourhoods 
AMS clnssijcatian: 57M 12; 57N80; 55Q52; 55R IO 
1. Introduction 
Since 1920, when Alexander (see [I]) showed that any n-manifold can be considered 
as a branched covering over the n-sphere, the study of branched coverings has been 
considered as a fundamental piece in the knowledge of n-manifolds. 
Let N” be a smooth manifold, and let 1 be a natural number, we say that K c N 
is a stmtijied set in N of qpe 1 if there is a sequence 0 = Kl+, c Kl c Kl_, c 
Kl-2 C ’ .. C Kj C Kz = K of closed sets in N, such that (Kj - K,+,) is a 
smooth manifold of codimension j and Kj - K,+, = Kj for every j, j = 2, . . ,I. The 
manifolds (Kj - K,+l) are called the stmtu of K. 
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Example 1.1. (a) Let K be the surface of a 3simplex in IwJ with vertex set 
{x~,Q,z~, x4}, considered as a subset of Iw4. Then K is a stratified set of type 4 in Iw”. 
(b) Let K be any knot in S’, then K is a stratified set of type 2 in S3. 
(c) A graph in Iw3 is a stratified set of type 3 in II%‘. 
Observe that if a set K is already a stratitied set of type 1, then it is also “trivially” a 
stratified set of type s, for any s greater than 1. 
Definition 1.2. Let N, N be smooth compact manifolds, possibly with boundary, let k, 1 
be natural numbers, and let f : fi + N be a smooth function. We say that f is a k-fold 
branched covering of tye 1 over N if there is a stratified set K of type 1 in N, called 
the brunch set, such that: 
(i) flfml(N_K) is a &fold covering. 
(ii) flf-~(~~),flf-~(~~~,-~~)~...:flf-1(~~-~~) are k,-coverings over their respec- 
tive components, where Ic,5 is less than k-. 
(iii) f is transverse to each stratum of K. 
(iv) The set f-‘(K) ts a so a stratified set of type 1 whose strata are the submanifolds 1 
fpl(Kj - Kj+,), j = 2,. .,l. 
Notice that the second condition implies that for every z E K, the cardinal of f-‘(z) 
is less than k. 
Recall that given M, N smooth manifolds, 2 a submanifold of N and f : 111 + N 
a smooth function we say that f is transverse to 2 if every ZE E f-‘(Z) satisfies the 
equation df,(T,(M)) +T+)(z) = Tf(z)(N)9 w h ere T,(M) is the tangent space of M 
at z (see [6]). In this case, it is known that if the codimension of 2 is T, then f-‘(Z) 
is a submanifold of M of codimension T. In this sense, condition (iii) will guarantee the 
fact that f-‘(K, - Kj+I) . IS a submanifold in N of codimension j. 
Fig. 3. s E {y. u!. z}. 
Fig. 4. 
Example 1.3. (a) The branched coverings f : AI” + S”, as Alexander describes in [I]. 
produces k-fold branched coverings of type 1 over the sphere S”, where I; and 1 depend 
on the triangulation used for W’. 
(b) Let H be the hexagon of Fig. 1. Let Ho. HI> H?, Hj be fo_r copies of H. Let 
9i : H, + H be the natural functions, i = 0,. . .3. Let us define N = Ho U HI U Hz U 
Hi/_, where - means that we identify the sides of the first four hexagons as the letters 
indicate in Fig. 2. Since z is clearly orientable, calculating its Euler characteristic, we see 
that i? ” S’. Also. if N = H/- then N G S?, where N is showed on the last hexagon 
of Fig. 2. Now, if we define 9 as the function (90 U 91 U g2 U 93, -) : N + N then 9 is 
a 4-fold branched covering of type 2 over S’, where K = {cr. ?/: 2, w} = K? and K3 is 
the empty set. Notice that g-‘(z) = {XI}. g-‘(y) = (1~1: ~2. IJJ}, g-‘(z) = {zt,z~. zj} 
and g-‘(n)) = { 7111. ‘uI?, 7~1.1). Fig. 3 illustrates the preimages of small neighbourhoods 
v,. r/;,, Vz, V,,, of z, ‘y, .z: w, respectively. 
(c) Let g: S’ + S” be the function defined above. Let D” be a 3-disk (i.e., a solid 
ball of radius I). Let us define f(z) = /,zj”g(z/1~1). V’z E D’. Clearly, f : D’ + D’ is 
an extension of g and, moreover, f is a 4-fold branched covering of type 3 over D3, 
where the straight lines in the second ball in Fig. 4 represent the branched set K = Kz. 
Here Kj reduces to the center of D’. Compare with Example 4. I. 
(d) Let &,Ei ~ Do, DI be four copies of D’, and let frj : 60 + Do, f, : 0, + DI be 
two copies of the function f : D’ + D” defined in (c). If 5 = 50 UI~ 6, and N = 
DoUI~ DI (where Id is the identity function) then E Z N ” S’. Now, if foU&j : @ + N 
is the double mapping cylinder then fo UI~ fl is a 4-fold branched covering of type 3 
over S’, where the stratum at the deepest level 3 is a set of two points. 
Now, extending fc Urd fi radially to the 4-disk D” (as we did in (c)), we obtain a 
4-fold branched covering of type 4 over D”, where Ka is the center of the disk D4, and 
if, for this new function, we repeat the process described at the beginning of this item, 
we will obtain a 4-fold branched covering of type 4 over S4. Of course, inductively, we 
could continue this kind of constructions for any 1. 
(e) Let Si, Sz, Ss be three copies of the circle 5”. Let Fi : 57, + 5” an i-fold covering 
for i = 1,2,3. Let F: (571 U S2 U 5’3) + S’ such that Fls, = F,. Then F is a 6-fold 
covering. Consider g x F : S’ x (S, U Sz U 5’3) + S’ x 5’1, where g is the function 
constructed in (b). So g x F is a 24-fold branched covering of type 2 over S2 x S’, 
where the branch set consists of four disjoint circles r x S’, y x S’, z x S’, and w x S’. 
Notice that (g x F)-‘(z x S’) = XI x (5’1 U 5’2 U Sj), and (g x F)-‘(y x S’) = 
ye x (SI U SZ U &) U y2 x (SI U S’? U S?) U y3 x (5’1 U 5’2 U 5’3) the preimages of z x 5” 
and w x 5” are similar to the preimage (g x F)-‘(y x S’). 
Definition 1.4. Let fl : z, + Al and fi : c? --t Al be k-fold branched coverings of 
type 1 over a manifold Al. We say that ft and .fz are eqkxzlent up to homeomorphism 
if there is a homeomorphism h : Ac, + c? such that f2 o h = fi. Now, we say that 
fi and f2 are concordant (of type I) if there is a k-fold branched covering of type 1, 
F: En+’ + AP x1 (I is the closed interval [O, 11). such that FIF-~(nrx(o)) is equivalent 
up to homeomorphism with fl and FIF-~(,~rx~,)~ is equivalent up to homeomorphism 
with f2 (see Example 4.1). 
A triple (E: B, y) is called a &fold universal brunched covering of Qpe 1 if y : E + B 
is a k-fold branched covering of type 1 and for any k-fold branched covering of type 
1, f : s + N, there is a continuous function c: LV + B such that the pullback of y 
under c (c?(y)) is a k-fold branched covering that is concordant with f. Moreover, if 
cl : N + B, c2 : N + B are maps such that the pullbacks c;y and c;y give concordant 
branched coverings then the maps cl and c2 are homotopic. B is called a classijjkg 
space and c is called a clussifiing jiowtion. 
It is not difficult to see that there is a bijection between the set of concordance classes 
of k-fold branched coverings of type 1 over N which is denoted by BRk(N) and the 
set [N, B] of homotopic classes of continuous functions from N to B. In this way, any 
information about the nth-homotopy group of the classifying space B, 7rn(B), will give 
knowledge about branched coverings over the 1-l-sphere and by the mentioned Alexander’s 
result it will help in the comprehension of n-manifolds. 
Using Brown’s representability theorem, Tejada has proven (see [9,10]) the existence 
of classifying spaces for branched coverings over CW-complexes. Unfortunately her 
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proof is not constructive. One of the goals of the present paper is to exhibit an explicit 
construction of classifying spaces for branched coverings over manifolds. 
The construction of classifying spaces for branched coverings of type 2 over manifolds 
was done by Brand in [2,3]. If k E N, let us denote by (E(2), B&(2), r(2)) the universal 
k-fold branched covering of type 2. In Sections 2 and 3 we give an inductive construction 
for (E(I), BRl;(l)> y(l)) the universal k-fold branched covering of type 1. The method 
consists in taking a tubular neighbourhood around the submanifold that is placed at the 
deepest level (I) of the stratified branch set. Outside of this tubular neighbourhood the 
induction hypothesis guarantees the existence of the universal space. Inside of the tubular 
neighbourhood, a product of universal coverings with universal normal disk bundles gives 
the classifying space. Those two spaces are glued together by taking a double mapping 
cylinder to get the classifying space for the k-fold branched coverings of type 1. Finally, 
in Section 4 we give some homotopy groups of the classifying spaces. 
2. A local condition 
Before starting the construction of the universal branched coverings, we need to give 
some conditions for K/ and f-‘(JCL), and a precise local condition for the fiber of 
the normal bundles of the strata Kl and f-‘(Kl) in N and Iv. Actually, our universal 
branched covering will be universal for the family of k-branched coverings of type 1 
that verify the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) (below) for fixed sets A and {Ba}uE~. 
Intuitively, it is good to think of (E(1), B&(l). y(l)) as an infinite photograph file, where 
we can find the photograph of any possible &fold branched covering of type I verifying 
the conditions that we will specify below. 
Let us consider Example 1.2(b) again. In Fig. 3 we have illustrated the components 
of the preimages of small neighbourhoods of 2, y, z and w. Their characteristics give 
in a natural way a partition on the branch set, i.e., {z}, {7~, z, w}. Also, we see that 
g-’ ({y, z. w}) is partitioned in a natural way in two sets in the following way 
while g-‘({z}) = (21) 
In general, for a fixed k-fold branched covering of type 1, f : 3 + N (I, Ic E N), 
we observe the existenceof finite sets A, {Ba}aE~ and natural partitions {Kl,a}&A, 
{Kl.h,}b,&~_~i, of Kr and KI,, = fP’(Kl,,), respectively, such that: 
(i) f(Kl,b,) = Kl., for every b, E B,. 
(ii) flZl,a : Kl,, + KL,, is an r,-fold covering, for some r, less than k. 
(iii) Each fl- 
KI b, 
: K1.6, + KI,, is an ~-fold covering, where {rb,}b,tB, is a fixed 
partition of ra. 
(iv) The closed disk normal bundles of gl.6, and Kl,n satisfy the locul condition that 
we will specify just after the next examples. 
Example 2.1. Let us see these sets and numbers in: 
(a) Example 1.2(b): KZ = {z. !I. 2. w}. A = I, 2. K2,, = {z}, K2,? = {y, Z, w}, 
BI = {II}, %I, = {Xl}, B2 = (ll.22): &.,, = {y,,z,,w,}, ii-?,& = {y?.z2;u?. 
y3.q.w3:}. 7-I = 1 = ?-I,. r2 = 3, T-1, = I, /3, = 2. 
(b) Example 1.2(e): K? is partitioned in h’l~r = .I x S’r and I& = (y x Sr ) U (Z x 
5”) U (w x S’), the set A is { 1,2}. Now E 21, =x1 x (S, U&U&) so B, = {I,}, 
K2,1z = (Y, x (SI US2 u &)) u (ZI x (S, u S, u 5’3)) u (w, x (S, us? u&)), 
and 
K2,2> = (Y? x (S, u s2 u 53,) u ( Z? x (S, u S? u &)) u (w2 x (S, u s2 u S3)) 
u (?/3 x (SI u s1 u $3,) u (a x (SI u s7- u s3,) u (w3 x (S, u s1 u S3)): 
so B2 = {12:22} and r-1 = 1 = rl,. 7’? = 3. 7‘11 = I. r2? = 2 
For each CL E A and b, E B,, let 
be the closed disk normal bundles of z,,,,, and K,,,,, respectively. Hence, their fiber is 
the closed disk D’ with radius I If Tg l,b,, i TKl.,, are the closure of the open tubular 
neighbourhoods of Kl,b,, and Kl,,. respectively, we know (see [6, p. 761 and [7, p. 1 1.51) 
that the total space EG,,,~, of ,?jl,l,,, is diffeomorphic to Tkl,b,, . In the same way: E,,,U 2 
TKl,,. Furthermore, 
TCt+L = u DI_(,)(Y) 
where DLcY,(y) is a closed disk of radius E(: y centered at ,y, where E is a smooth positive ) 
function on ii,,,“. Similarly 
Now, let us assume the following locc~l condition: Let u. E A, for any .c E Kl., and 
any Y E f-’ (x) c C&,,,,,, g,,bC3 we are going to assume that f(Dk(,,(y)) = D~c,,(x), 
and that there are coordinate systems $.r : DLcn,(.r) + D’, #I~ : DLcu,(y) + D1 (where 
D’ is the closed disk of radius I centered at the origin in IR’ and 4.L(x) = 0, d,(y) = 0) 
such that the following diagram is commutative: 
D&(Y) ’ + L&, (XI 
@?I 
i 1 
(0 1 (2.1) 
D’ fil.b,L 
>D’ 
where b, e B, is such that y E h-l,!,,, and the function f~,, : D’ + D’ is defined in the 
following way: 
Let S1-’ be the (I - I)-sphere of radius 1. In order to define fo,h,,, we choose 
gh,, : s’-’ + sl-’ a kb”-fold branched covering of type 1 - 1 (where {kh,, }b,, TV,, is 
a fixed partition of Ic), and for any z E Dz let 
hb, (2) = bl"gba (i), for some p 3 1. 
We choose p > 1 so that fa,b, will be differentiable (see Example 1.2(c)). In this way, 
fa,b, : D1 + Dz is a &,-fold branched covering of type 1 for which the branch submani- 
fold of codimension 1 reduces to the center 0 of the disk D1. Roughly speaking, we want 
the function f to be “equal to” fo.6, for each fiber of the normal bundle Fl.t,,, .
Let us go back to Examples 1.2(e) and 2.1 (b). Let (CC, s) be any point in K2.i = 5 x S’, 
if (g x F)(Z, 3 = (CC. s), where (2) Z) E Ez.1,. we see that the restriction of g x F to 
the fiber of the normal bundle of, for example, gz,t, at (5, S) looks like the complex 
function z ti z4% IzJ < 1, i.e., the function g x F is locally “the same” along k2.1,. 
Since we want to construct the universal branched covering for the family of k-fold 
branched coverings of type 1 that verify the local condition, it is clear that y(l) must 
also satisfy this condition. Next, we construct a function (BFb,)p that will be equal to 
y(l), when y(1) is restricted to a small ball that is the fiber, at some point, of the normal 
bundle of Kt,b,. 
Let G b,, and G, be the groups of coordinate transformations of the normal bundles 
kb,, , %.a. respectively. Because of the commutativity of diagram (2.1) it follows that 
whenever a coordinate change is made in v@, a corresponding coordinate change must be 
made in ~71,~. It is not difficult to check that it gives a group homomorphism pb, : Gb,, + 




commutes, for every &,, E Gb, .
Since flj.~, h : Kb, --f K,, is an rb, -fold covering then we get a classifying function 
CL 
rb, : Kz,, + Bs,,~~ such that f IK,,~ is the pullback in the next diagram: CL 
where ST,, is the symmetric group on ‘i-b,, elements and (ES, 7 h,, 1 h.h, . YS,.,, ) is the 
universal rb, -fold covering. 
Let (EG,~, BG, , pi, ), (EC, 
u 
, BE, , pg ) be the universal G,, and Gb,, -bundles, re- 
CL r 
spectively (see [7, p. 521). Because of the action of G, and Gb, over D’ we can change 
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the fiber Of (EC,, BG, , PG,), (E,x, % BE, , PE! ) to be the disk D1. As usual we denote 0 ” J,% 
these disk bundles 
((‘%,)D~>BG,~ (PG,)D+ ((“C, a )DbB&,, > b,-, ,D+ a 
We get similar notation if we consider the sphere bundles, i.e., if we take the fiber as 
sl-‘. 
Notice that the restrictions fl,[ /j = Fb, and fly*, b = Fb, induce canonical func- 
‘n a 
tions BFbU : Bg + BG~ and (BFb,,)o :(EG~ )p + (EG,)DI (see [9, p. 501) such 





BE, a BFb, “BG~ 
(2.4) 
Moreover, the restriction of (BF bk D1 to the fiber D’ is equivalent to fu,b, : D’ + D’ ) 
up to homeomorphism. Thus, (BFb,)D, is a /C&-fold branched covering of type 1, and 
(BFb,)sl-l is a kbe-fold branched covering of type 1 - 1. Since (BFb,)Di extends to 
y(l), we already know that the local condition will be verified by y(l). 
3. The construction 
We start the construction defining some spaces. The considered topologies are always 
canonical topologies. Let A, {Ba}ot~ be fixed sets. Let a E A and b, E B,. Let 
XT,, = rIcEl3, Y,, such that Y,, = Bs,, , for all c different from b,, and Yrb, = Es,., . 
Next, we define the function (cD~)~~ to be the restriction of y(l) to the tubular neigh- 
bourhood of the preimage of the deepest stratum (level 1) of its branch set. If u means 
disjoint union, let us define 
(@a)lY : x (EG,)~,I 
baEB, > 
in the following way: if 2 E lJb,tB,(XTea x (E,-,<<),,) then there is b, E B, such that 
z E (XT,, x (-Q,, D1 ) ), in other words, 11: = ((C&)&B,, e) where (z~)~~B, E X,,” and 
e E (Ecb, ) D1. Let 
(@a)D~(xc) = (~&EB,, (BFb,),l(e)) 
with yC = IC, if c is different from b, and yb, = ys,, (26,). Clearly (@a)DL is a well- n 
defined continuous function. Moreover, since (BF b, Dl is a kb,-fold branched covering ) 
of type 1, where {#&}b,EB, is a partition of k , then (@a)D1 is a &fold branched covering 
of type 1, and (cD~)~~-, is a &fold branched covering of type 1 - 1. 
If the existence of (E(I - I), BRk(l - I), y(l - I)), the universal k-fold branched 
covering of type I - I is assumed, we get a classifying function 
c: U( rI Bs~.~<, x (&,,),I-, + B&(1 - I) 
(LEA b,,tB, ) 
such that c*y(l - I) = I;lnE4(@0)S~mI. i.e., the following diagram commutes: 
c*r(r-l)=l;l~,t.(~,,),,-, 1 1, 1(1--1) 
kh&t(flb,,~B,, BS,,l,s x (Edsd vBRk(l - 1) 
Now, we have all the pieces to construct the universal branched covering. On one hand, 
we understand the tubular neighbourhoods of the deepest stratum of the branch set and its 
preimage. We also understand ? (1) restricted to these neighbourhoods. On the other hand, 
on the complement of these neighbourhoods, the universal branched covering coincides 
with (E(1 - 1). BRk(l - l),y(l - 1)). S o we only need to put together the pieces. The 
next theorem shows how to glue them. 
Theorem. The triple (E(I), BRI,(L), r(l)) defined by 
BRI,(L) = (u ( n Bs,.,, x (E&L)) uz BRA.@ - 11% 
11 t .A h,, E B,, 
E(l) = 
( 
u IJ (x7.,,, x @,,, 
n~.-l b,,tB,, 
,,,)) UFEU - 1). 
Y(l) = @@a,o) Uzhl(l- 1) 
N EA 
is (I uni\yr.yal k:fo/d branched covering of type 1 fur functions that satisfy the conditions 
mentioned before. 
Proof. In fact. let Al be a manifold, and let g : AJ + BRk(l) be a smooth function. 
Deforming g slightly we can make g transverse to each stratum (see [9, p. 121) of the 
branch set of the next restriction function: 
Since each (cP~)~J is a k-fold branched covering of type 1, the disjoint union function 
IljnEA(@.(L)D~ is also a k-fold branched covering of type 1. Let us say that R is its branch 
set. Thus, R is a stratified set of type 1 in (u,GA (tlh,,EB, (X,,,, x (EE~,)~~). Moreover 
if Rl is the submanifold of codimension 1 related to the stratified set R, it is clear that 
RI = U.&A (&,EB, Bs,,~, ~BG,,) where BG‘,, is the space of zero vectors of (EG,)~‘. 
Pulling back, we see that g-‘(Xl) is a submanifold of Al of codimension 1 (call it 1(l). 
Furthermore, s-‘(UaCA Ub,,EB,, (X,.,,, x FE,,,, D’ ) ) gives us a tubular neighbourhood 
of Kl, let us call it TKl. Therefore, the restriction function 
is a k-fold branched covering over TIC1 of type I, where the function g*(uatA (cD~)~~) 
is the pullback of (uatA (@,)Dl) under g. 
On the other hand, since 
g-‘(BRk(l - 1)) = ( A1 - 9-l (YA6 2 (XI&< x (@J&1)) = (Al - TK1) 
CL II 
we obtain a k-fold branched covering of type 1 - 1 over (A/r - TKl) (see [9, p. 15]), 
let us call it: hc,_,Kll. _ _ The definition of BRk(/) implies that hTKi coincides with 
h(m) on the inverse image g~‘(UJ,tA UbatB,, (Xr,<% x (E,z,,> )St_,). Hence, the 
pullback g*?(Z) in the following commutative diagram: 
is a k-fold branched covering of type 1 over M. 
Now, let f : z t hl be a k-fold branched covering of type 1 that satisfies the local 
condition mentioned before. We claim that there exists c’ : M + BRk(Z) that clas- 
sifies f. In fact, since f l(,-,,,i, is a &fold branched covering of type 1 - 1 there is 
CO : (Ad - TKl) + BRk(l- 1) that classifies fl(ncrrh_). Let us define c’: AT + BRr,(Z) 
I 
in the following way: c’(z) = CO(Z) if z E (Al - TKl). Now, if z E TKl = 
(IIJaEATKl.a) then there is a E A such that z e TKI,, = UsEK1,, D;(,,(z) 2 E,,,a. 
Let 
where T a : K1.a + U,,.4(rIb<,,& Bs’.$ is defined by T,(X) = (Th,(Z))b,cB, and 
5;: %a + (EG,)LY is the function such that the following diagram commutes: 
where h is the classifying function for the closed disk bundle (EV1,,, KL.~,P~~,~)=~~,~. 
Since lYi”Kl = a(Al ~ T’Kl) and flf~l~a~~~~ = (~ol~(~))*~(l- 1) (the pull- 
back of Y(L - 1) under COI~(~))~ and flf~ICaC~jI = ((co 0 c’)~~(w))*Y(~ - 1) 
(the pullback of r(l - 1) under the composition of CO with c’). It shows that 
c&(M”KI)=aTKI) is homotopic with (cg o c’)Jar~~. Without loss of generality, we 
could assume that these restriction functions are exactly the same function over dTKl 
and then the function c’ is a continuous well-defined function. 
Furthermore, c’ classifies J”, i.e., f is the pullback in the following commutative dia- 
gram: 




nr c BRI, (2) 
Now let c;?(l) and c;?(l) be two pullbacks that are concordant. Using their concor- 
dance (that is also a branched covering of the same type 1) it is not difficult to con- 
struct a homotopy between the maps ct : Ad 3 B&(Z) and c2 : Ad + B&(l). Hence, 
(E(l), B&(I), r(l)) is th e universal k-fold branched covering of type 1. 0 
4. Homotopy groups 
Recall that the definition of classifying spaces implies that the n-homotopy groups 
can be interpreted geometrically as concordance classes of branched coverings over the 
n-sphere. The construction of classifying spaces and the geometrical interpretation of the 
homotopy groups is exploited here to give information about some particular homotopy 
groups. 
Let AI. N be smooth manifolds, let f : M + N be a k-fold branched covering of 
type 2, i.e., its branch set IC, is a submanifold of N of codimension 2. For each component 
of K2 we can associate a partition CyL, kis, = k of k. Let P be a set of partitions of k. 
Let us denote by BRkp(2) the classifying space of k-fold branched coverings of type 2 
for which the associated partitions belong to P. 
In [2, p. 2351) Brand gave an explicit construction of the classifying space B@‘(2). 
Inductively (using similar methods to those above), we extend this definition for any 
natural number 1 greater than 1. 
In other words, we define: 
BR,P(O = (u ( n Bs,,<~ x (J%, )&)) ‘J, BR,P(l - 1). 
at.4 b,EB, 
It is clear that for every natural number 1 greater than I. BR[(1) c BRc(I + 1). So, 
for every i E W and 1 3 2 we get a homomorphism of homotopy groups: 
vi,l : TL (BR,P(l), *) + T(BR,P(~ + I), *)I 
where * is a base point in BRf(2). Notice that if f : Al + N is a k-fold branched 
covering of type I+ 1 classified by 9 : JV + BRF(I + 1) then f is concordant to a k-fold 
branched covering of type 1 if and only if there is a map g’ : N + BRi,p(l) so that the 
composition N 5 BRF(1) CJ B$(I + 1) is homotopic to g. 
It is not difficult to prove that (see 19, p. 611): For every 1 greater than i the homomor- 
phism U,J is bijective. Moreover, for 1 equal to i the homomorphism uf,l is surjective. 
As a consequence, we have the following sequences of functions: 
(a) Ut (BRr(2). *) G Ut (BRf(3). *) 7 llr, (BR[(4), *) G . . 
(b) n,(BR;(2), *) + II,(BR;(3). *) 7 fl,(BR,p(4), *) 7 ... 
Cc) U,(BR,p(3), *) * D$?X:(4). *) 7 n,(sx;(5), *) 7 ” 
We notice that depending on the partition P the surjective homomorphism 
%‘2,?:7r*(BR;(2)) + n,(sn;.‘(3)). 
could be either bijective or not. For example, if P = {{k}} then 722.2 is bijective (see [9, 
p. 63]), in other words, if P = {{k}} then for every 1, D,(SrZL(l)) ” II;(BRf(I+ 1)). 
In this case, it is also true that for every 7, Dz(,(BR:.‘(2)) ” fli(BRr(3)). However, the 
next example shows that 7rz(BRr(2)) 1s not always isomorphic with 7rz(BRr(3)). 
Let f : Al’ + N’ be a k-fold branched covering of type 2, with branch set a finite set 
K2 = {XI,... ,x7-}, and such that for each point 19 t kz = f-‘(Kl) there is a neigh- 
bourhood U of y in Al’ on which the restricted map flu : U + f(U) is equivalent up 
to homeomorphism to the map z + z” of the complex numbers for some integer n 3 I. 
The number n is called the mrn~jiccrtion nurnher. We may associate to the k-fold branched 
covering f a branch data D = {Al. A?. , A,.}, where A, = [nil, ni2,. , nij,] is a 
partition of k, and the numbers 7),J are the ramification numbers of the points in the fiber 
f -‘(x2). 
Example 4.1. If {{4}, (2, 1: I }} c P then the homomorphism: 
is not injective. 
In fact, using the methods developed by Gersten in [5], we can see that there exists 
a 4-fold branched covering g : S’ + 5” of type 2 such that the branch data of g is 
{ [4], [2, 1: I]. [2, 1, I], [2, 1, I]} (actually, we have already made an explicit construction of 
it in the Examples 1.2(b) and (c)). This means that the branch set of g, K? = {xc1 y, z, w} 
is such that g-‘(z) has only one element with ramification number 4, and each of the 
sets g-‘(y), g-‘(s), and g-‘(7Lj) h, as only one element with ramification number 2 and 
two with ramification number 1. Let us extend the function g : S’ + S2 radially to a 
function fo : D3 + D’ in the following way: 
f,,(z) = Iz/“g i : V’z E D3 
( > 
So, fo is a 4-fold branched coverin g of type 3 from D’ to D’. Fig. 5 illustrates the 
function fo, where the lines represent the branching set, the notation 2[4] means that 




fo(2[4]) = z, and the ramification number of 2[4] is 4. Now, let a E int(D’) such that a 
is not a branched point (see Fig. 6), and let us cut out a small open ball BE(u) around 
the point a. Since a is not a branched point, we can choose the ball B,(u,) such that it 
does not intersect the branch set of fo . Therefore, f[‘(BE(a)) consists of four disjoint 
sets each one homeomorphic to BE(u). Let us call these sets by Bi, i = 1,. . (3, i.e., 
fo(B1 U Bz U B3 U B4) = &(a). 
Hence, it is clear that the function ~o](~~_~,,c((~,(~))) is equivalent up to homeomor- 
phism to a k-fold branched covering F : W + S’ x I of type 3, such that the restriction 
FIFm, csl? x 1,)) is equivalent up to homeomorphism to g : S2 + S’, and the restriction 
F]F_,(Szx~O1) is a4-foldcovering (it has empty branch set). Let us denote F]F~~(~~x(~~~) 
by /I. So, g is concordant to h under a 4-fold branched covering of type 3. 
Now, let us prove that g is not concordant to h by a 4-fold branched covering of type 2. 
In fact, using branched type 2, we see that the branched component that contains the 
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point z[4] has to connect to another point with ramification number 4 belonging either 
to the domain of g or to the domain of h. Nevertheless, the only point with ramification 
number 4 inside these domains is 1:[4]. Moreover, if we assume that the points y[2], z[2] 
are in the same component, then the component that contains the point w[2] cannot 
connect to any other point (see Fig. 7). 
In particular the last example also says that for P = {{4}, (2, I, 1)) the second 
homotopy group rrz(BRc(2)) is different from zero. Moreover, using the same techniques 
developed in the last example we can show that any &fold branched covering of type 
n from S” to S” is concordant to a &fold covering (with empty branch set) over S” 
under a &fold branched covering of type n + 1, i.e., we have the following corollary: 
Corollary. All the k-fold branched coverings of type n from 5’” to S” are concordant 
offype n + 1. 
Now let us consider only k-fold branched coverings of type 1 that verify the local 
condition specified in Section 2 and, moreover, their restrictions to the strata Kl are 
diffeomorphisms. Furthermore, we suppose that the groups G and G of coordinate trans- 
formations of the normal bundles of 21 and Kl are trivial groups. For this kind of 
branched coverings we get the following classifying space: 
B@(1) = Dr u, BR,p(L - 1). 
Applying classical techniques as Van Kampen’s theorem, Mayer-Vietoris sequences and 
recalling that ni (BRL(2) Z Sk/(P) ( see [4]) we get the following examples: 
Example 4.2. (i) If Ic = 4 and P = {{2,2}} then (P) = Ad. So: 
II, (BR32)) 2 (&/A‘,) ” & s ii, (E@(2)). 
(ii) If Ic = 5 and P = {{2,2, 1)) then (P) = As. Therefore: 
IT, (H?;(2)) ” (&/A5) ” & E il, (B@(2)). 
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(iii) If k = 5 and P = ((4, 1). (2, 1, 1, I}} then (P) = Ss. So: 
17, (B@(2)) 2 (Ss/&) ” (0) z ii, (B@(2)). 
(iv) If k = 4 and P = {{3,1}} then (P) >= Ad. Hence: 
17, (B@(2)) Z (&/AJ) 2 i& % ii, (BR32)). 
(v) If k = 4 and P = {{4}, {2.2}, (3; I}} then (P) = S,. So: 
II, (BR32)) g (&/&) ” (0) ” w, (BR32)). 
As in the example studied at the beginning of the section, we get for Examples 4.2(iv) 
and 4.2(v) that: 
n (N(2)) # 0. 
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